
The Plant Hunter is the author’s first
work of historical fiction. He has also
written a series of five crime novels
featuring Spike Sanguinetti, a lawyer
from Gibraltar, under the name Thomas
Mogford. The first is Shadow of the Rock.
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THE AUTHOR

T.L. Mogford can trace his roots back to
a line of famous horticulturalists - his
great-grandfather has an apple tree
named after him. Before becoming an
author he worked as a journalist for
Time Out and as a translator for the
European Parliament. The Plant Hunter
is his first historical novel. 

ABOUT THE BOOK
1867. King's Road, Chelsea, is a sea of
plant nurseries, catering to the Victorian
obsession with rare and exotic flora. 

Harry Compton is a salesman plucked
from the obscurity of the nursery
growing fields who dreams of becoming
a plant hunter. When he inherits a
precious gift, a specimen of a fabled tree
last heard of in The Travels of Marco Polo,
and a map, he seizes his chance for fame
and fortune.

But where there is wealth there is
corruption, and soon Harry is fleeing
England, rounding the Cape of Good
Hope and sailing up the Yangtze in
pursuit of the plant that could transform
his life forever.
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Did you learn anything new while reading this book?

The opium trade is in full flow in this book, with mixed opinions from
characters on its acceptability. What do you think of how it is portrayed?
Does your opinion differ when considering portrayals in London vs. in
China?

Harry Compton’s voyage to China takes him six months, and then longer
as he organises his travel into the interior via the Yangtze. Discuss the
nature of travel in the Victorian age vs. today. Does this influence your
idea of adventure?

Owning rare and exotic flora was considered a sign of wealth in Britain,
but as the Taotai highlights, not everyone was happy with plant hunters
taking cuttings and samples without permission. Would this be
considered theft? Discuss. 

Wilberforce is an endearing character, who wins friends and brings a lot
of heart to the novel. What other famous literary pets can you think of?
What do they add to the novels they inhabit?

The writer has done a large amount of botanical and historical research
to support Harry’s enthusiasm. Do you think this is well-conveyed to a
layman? Would you have preferred more or less? 

Daisy Chain by Maggie Ritchie
The Fair Botanists by Sara Sheridan
Winchelsea by Alex Preston
Miss Benson’s Beetle by Rachel Joyce
Dangerous Crossing by Rachel Rhys

FURTHER READING

DISCUSSION POINTS

Historia Magazine: Apples, Chelsea, and my route to the plant hunters

A feature by the author for the Daily Express: The Victorian Plant Hunters Who Were
No Shrinking Violets

T.L. Mogford talks about the infamous trip which inspired The Plant Hunter in
Crimetime: Lost in Shanghai

USEFUL LINKS

You can follow the author on twitter
@ThomasMogford and Instagram
@tlmogford. You can also find the
latest news on his website
www.thomasmogford.com 
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https://twitter.com/ThomasMogford
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